The Harvard band has run into troubles. It is constantly being frustrated. A few weeks ago, a sleepy gas station owner and Poughkeepsie police combined to fill the band's planned debut at Vassar.

En route to the Harvard-Penn game at Philadelphia, the band had stopped at a gas station to transfer their instruments from the equipment truck to their buses for a quick rally at the nearby college. But sixty men appearing on your front lawn at nearby college. But sixty men appearing on your front lawn at the groggy station owner promptly called the police. When two police cars pulled up to the gas station residence several minutes later, the officers asked the band to leave, but, according to the band manager, did not seem to guess their identity. After turning back to the Yasser campus, however, the caravan bumped into a police car which "was either waiting or just happened to be there."

Various members of the group tried to explain that they intended to stay "only ten minutes for a little harmless fun." "You won't be here in ten minutes," they were informed. When names were asked and summertime threatened, the frustrated musicians looked back into the buses and took off for Pennsylvania.

Northeastern Protest

Alarmed (so they said) by recent disturbances of parties in the Harvard dorms, six Northeastern students invited Harvard last Wednesday between 4 and 7 pm.

According to a telephoned statement, the students visited Harvard "to show wayward souls the way to purity" and to try to dissuade them from "an unremorable sort of end-over-end sin." They paraded along Mass. Ave. carrying signs with 'Shame' painted in black.

Answer to the Problem

Harvard's (and Radcliffe's) problem is good dorms. Among the latest of the seven college communities in this is the University of Washington, where 40 men have temporarily assigned living space on the floor of the women's side of the dorm, pending completion of their own side.

"We're just one big happy family," elaborated one senior coed. "Springs have never been higher." said the president of the floor. "It's a very usual, natural relationship. Up to this time we could go up to their rooms to get them for dates—and we class each other as too good, night, ladies.""}

ICF holds conference to deal with problems seen by pledge trainers

A dinner meeting and seminar dealing with pledge training in the MIT Interfraternity Conference was held Friday evening, November 1, at Eames House.

Pledge trainers and other house officers, representing 25 of the 28 MIT fraternities, attended.

Following a sherry hour and dinner, 3 presentations were given on "issues involving fraternity pledge training program. Bill Bosworth '65, Beta Theta Pi, spoke on social service and community projects; Chuck Bank '65, Phi Gamma Delta, and Dave Sullivan '64, Theta Chi, discussed the motivation of pledge class thinking; and Dick Carpenter '64, Delta Theta Pi, Chairman of the Pledge Trainers Conference, outlined the feasibility of fresh- man council representation by living groups and the implications of such an innovation on the I.F.C.

Following these presentations, the gathering broke up into 4 discussion groups which talked about Help Week, pledge projects, pledge trips, pledge-active relationships, interfraternity pledge class rivalries, and other related topics.
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